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A Letter to The Call:

Don't Miss the
Mammoth Threat

Editor The Call:

After reading Call writer David
Kline's recent article In the Chicago
Tribune warning of the dangers of
U.S. appeasement of the Soviet
"juggernaut" we came across an ar
ticle that merits the immediate at
tention of the CPML The article in
the January 22 Chicago Sun-Times
titled "Tusk, tusk! Soviets have
mammoth idea for a baby" is about
Soviet plans to take cells from a
44,000-year-old frozen mammoth
and mate them with cells from
modern day elephants and then, us
ing techniques similar to those
employed in creating test-tube
babies, implant them into a female
elephant, which after 18 to 20 mon
ths will give birth to a mammoth.
These sinister experiments definite
ly point to the dangerous evils that
await those who dare violate the
laws of God and nature by messing
around with test-tube babies and
the like that The Call (Aug. 7,1978),
along with the Pope and other noted
humanitarians, have wisely warned
of. One can just imagine the horrible
sight of thousands of these crazed
mammoth Frankensteins. roaming
the earth devouring everything in
their path.

But even more importantly, these
experiments raise serious questions
about the possible military applica
tions that the Soviets have in mind
for these monstrosities. Almost
amazingly, this vital question affec
ting world stability was completely
overlooked in the Associated Press
story (itself a reflection of just how
widespread the outlook of ap-
peasers like Carter is in this
country).

It would seem quite obvious that
these experiments are a dangerous
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provocation that demand an imme
diate response in kind from the U.S.,
and not just any little "wrist slap,"
either. The deployment of woolly
mammoths on a large scale in
border areas of the Soviet Union
could greatly alter the strategic bal
ance of military forces in the world
and provide the Soviet expansion
ists with the needed edge for their
war plans, and smash the plans of
the U.S. and Western European
countries for lasting peace and
friendship in the world. The almost
minlscule allied elephant force

would be no match for these 12-foot-
tall behemoths. It Is also quite
possible that herds of these
creatures could literally crush the
already inferior NATO tank divisions
stationed in Europe.

In light of this alarming develop
ment, we would heartily suggest
that the CPML take up this matter
either directly with their friends in
the U.S. government or through their
connections In Beijing. Perhaps
CPML Chairman Klonsky, who Is
currently visiting China, could take
up the matter with Chinese military

men.This Is obviously a lime for
decisive action before it Is too late.
The Soviet expansionists must be
taught a lesson by the U.S. (the
friendly superpower) and all those
countries who desire peace and
friendly cooperation in the world.
Perhaps selective air strikes aimed
at all Soviet elephant herds (In
cluding zoos), would be the appro
priate response; since without
elephants to implant the mammoth
embryos in, the experiments cannot
proceed. Of course this would have
to be accmpanled by similar actions
against Soviet allies, India in par
ticular, with its large elephant
reserves.

We are sure you realize that it will
be an uphill fight to convince the
U.S. imperialists of the immediate
necessity for such action due to the
dangerous Influence of the appeas--
ers in the U.S. ruling circles—espe
cially Carter, who has steadfastly
refused to send U.S. troops Into
Afghanistan to counter the Soviets.
It will be interesting to see just how
patriotic he is when it comes to the
real test—cutting off all peanut
shipments to the USSR (which is the
absolute minimum action that must
be taken). Sure he was all for cutting
grain shipments, but let's see what
happens when his pocket is affec
ted. Some of these Imperialists are
such fools aren't they. Where would
they be without "communists" such
as yourselves to look after their vital
Interests.

Signed,
A loyal American,
and CPML supporter

Sycophant Gets Syndicated
*'Has World War III already

begun?" This line appeared in the
beginning of a star-spangled article on
the events in Afghanistan prjnted in
The Call, newspaper of the "Com
munist Party Marxist-Leninist." Had
it, we wondered in the January 11 issue
of the RW, been written especially for
Time magazine by its author, David
Kline? The answer came shortly as a
couple weeks later we were leafing
through the pages not of The Gail, but
of another publication and came across
the headline: "Has World War III
Begun?" Was it Timel Was it
Newsweekl Not quite, or more ac
curately—not yet! It was the Chicago
Tribune. Yes sir, there was Kline's arti
cle under his by-line, in slightly altered
form, covered with the same foul-
smelling aroma of social-chauvinism
which only a week or so before had
emanated from the pages of The Call.

It seems that Kline's piece cheering
on the U.S. imperialists and singling
out the Soviets as the villains responsi
ble for developments toward world war
-did not go unnoticed by the ruling class.
It achieved such high standards of
bourgeois journalistic excellence that it
was picked up by none other than the
syndicated New York Times Special
Features service, a prestigious sub
sidiary of the capitalists' number one
propaganda mill, the New York Times.

Within the space of a few days, his
article was feverishly distributed to the
capitalist's news media nationwide and
reprinted by The San Francisco Chroni
cle, Louisville Times, The Atlanta Con
stitution (front page) and The Los
Angeles Herald, just to name a few.

The Times Special Features service
has lifted Kline's article practically ver
batim from the pages of The Call. But
of course the CPML/David Kline did
make some changes in the article with
an eye to its republication in the
bourgeois press. Whereas in the original

Call article there was at least a standard
mention of U.S. imperialism, now any
such references have been mysteriously
penciled out! Thus the sentence "Mos
cow is in a state of competition with the
U.S. imperialists for control of
markets, resources and spheres of in
fluence" becomes "Moscow is com
peting with Washington for control of
markets. . . etc. This little bit of pros
trate bootlicking was absolutely neces
sary, no doubt. The U.S. imperialists
are understandably hesitant to print ar
ticles, however favorable to them, in
which they are labeled as, of all things,
imperialists!

There are also other barely discer-
nable, but nevertheless slick, changes
made by Kline designed to subtly
heighten our perception of the "Soviet
menace." For example, the phrase "In
only the last five years, the Soviets have
garnered a string of pressure
points. . has been amended to read
"In the incredibly swift span of less
than five years, the Soviets have gained
a string of pressure points. . ." Clearly,
in the incredibly swift span of the blink
of an eye, Kline has sunk from CPML
social-chauvinist hack to straight out
yellow journalist for the bourgeoisie.

In Kline's syndicated version of the
Call article, the CPML's scathing
criticism of the U.S. rulers for being
limpwristed "appeasers" of Soviet ag
gression has been toned down a bit.
Why needlessly bite the hand that
feeds? However, Kline still cannot resist
mildly chiding the U.S. for not being
belligerent enough: "Washington's few
countermeasures are not likely to prove
an effective response." "This doesn't
mean, of course, that Washington
should re-embark on its own expan
sionism in Asia by, say, dispatching
troops to the region," adds Kline quick
ly with the usual CPML-style disclaimer
to cover their increasingly shrill war
cries.. "But," he continues, "actions

such as directly aiding the Afghan
rebels, providing China with sophistica
ted arms for self-defense, and strictly
embargoing all strategic-materials trade
with the Russians could have been a
stronger response"!

CPML Frustrated

There is little doubt about the
frustration of the CPML with the at
titude of the U.S. rulers. One gets an
even better glimpse of this by looking
over some of the more recent issues of
The Call. "Can Carter's Moves Stop
Soviet War Machine?" inquires a front
page headline in the January 14 issue.
While to our knowledge, this article has
not yet been reprinted in any major
newspaper—at least under Kline's by
line—we urge our readers to keep an
eye out for it in the near future. Here
we are reminded that the likes of
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance and
Defense Secretary Harold Brown typify
"the policy of appeasing Soviet expan
sionism."

And, CPML whines, "continuing
compromise and vacillation of the U.S.
imperialists in response to Soviet expan
sionism was apparent in what Carter
could have, but did not do, following
the invasion"! While one would think
that the task of communists in a coun
try like the U.S. is to resolutely oppose
any war preparations by their own gov
ernment, it is clear that the CPML's on
ly opposition is to the allegedly slow-
moving response of the U.S. imperial
ists' military machine.

But the capper to the CPML's lick
spittle analysis is a rather thinly disguis
ed call for increased U.S. military in
volvement in the Middle East and Asia.
We are set up for this with strange
statements like, "To be sure, Asian and
other third world nations are certainly
not in favor of the U.S. re-embarking
on its own expansioni.sm in Asia. Few
would welcome the, dispatch of U.S.

troops to the region, observers have
pointed out."

Then, as we are scratching our heads
trying to figure out just which few na
tions would, in fact, welcome the
dispatch of U.S. troops to overrun and
enslave their countries, CPML lowers
the boom. "There is widespread
recognition that America's foreign
policy is also one of aggression and
domination, just like the Kremlin's,"
we are comfortingly assured. "But at
this juncture in world history, when the
Soviet juggernaut is steamrolling across
Asia and Africa, a limited, restricted
U.S. role in helping nations stand up to
Russian expansionism—as well as a halt
to U.S. aid to Moscow— can be in the
interests of the world's people." (Em
phasis added—IF.)

These contortions, rivaling only
those of Plastic Man, ramble on ad in-
finitum: "Naturally, any increased
U.S. role in Asia carries with it serious
dangers to the people of that region.
But continued appeasement at this time
is even more dangerous to world
peace."

With "analysis" like this, it is no
wonder that the bourgeoisie is consider
ing running a regular column from The
Call. In fact, when world war breaks
out it would not be in the least surpris
ing to see a front page article in the New
York Times with David Kline's by-line
exhorting the people of this country to
march off and play a "limited and
restricted role" in defending the
fatherland. And while Kline remains a
small fish in a big bourgeois ocean
—competing with better known writers
like William F. Buckley—neither his
role, or the CPML's, is limited or
restricted when it comes to unrestrained
support for the U.S. imperialists in the
coming showdown with their counter
parts in the Soviet Union. ■


